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BOOK REVIEWS
The Impact of Federal Taxes. By ROSWELL MAGILL. 'Colitmbia
Umversity Press, New York. 1943. Pp. ix, 218.
Professor Magill has given us a thought-provoking book on
federal taxes, such a book as any teacher of the subject of taxation
would like to have written-which is one way of saying that the
author has done an excellent job. Most of the material used
has appeared before in law review articles but it has been
thoroughly reworked and brought up to date, with special attention
paid to the changes in the 1942 Act. We have a timely discussion
of income taxes, gift and death taxes, excess-profits tax and other
corporate taxes.
The author would eliminate the exemption given interest on
state and municipal bonds in war time. He would raise by taxation
about one-third the costs of war, "while incomes and purchasing
power are high, while there are the most obvious reasons for
supporting the government in full." As an aid in Amg this he
would make use of a general sales tax. He feels that the present
taxes on corporations are unfair, especially when we tax the
corporation to the fullest extent possible and then put a tax on the
receipt of dividends by the shareholders. The present excess-
profits tax, especially, comes under his condemnation. Further-
more, he believes that the federal system of taxation should not
be used as a vehicle of social or economic reform. Finally, the
author would make use of taxation to prevent inflation, possibly
by resorting to a spending tax as a means of accomplishing this end.
As Professor Magill points out "the book is not designed at
all to compete with treatises which interpret the law, nor with
general works on public finance." It is, however, an exvellent
survey of our federal tax system, with valuable suggestions as
to where and how it may be improved, suggestions of real value
because they are made by one who knows Ins subject thoroughly.
University of Kentucky W LEw-s RoBERTs
College of Law
A Guide to American International Law and Practice. By
JoiE H. WIaMORE. Matthew Bender & Company, New York. 1943.
Pp. vii-493.
This is really a magnificent source book. The author, in the
preface, points out that American lawyers are untutored in Inter-
national Law-to their loss. It may well be a bread-winning sub-
ject as well as one followed by scholars. The author argues for an
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American International Law and for self-training from the sources
which he points out.
These sources are chiefly four: (1) The opinions of Federal
and State Courts; (2) the U. S. Statutes and Code; (3) the Federal
Register, containing all current administrative law; (4) the records
of diplomatic correspondence of the Department of State. The
first three are accessible to all lawyers. The fourth source can be
found in the three digests by Wharton, Moore, and Hackworth,
respectively The contents of this source book are divided into
four parts: (1) International Substantive Law; (2) The Law for a
State of War; (3) International Legislation; (4) International Arbi-
tration and Adjudication. The practitioner is likely to be most
interested in Part I but also in Part II. The minutely detailed
table of contents, together with a complete index, makes all the
material immediately available. This is a genuine service to the
legal profession, both to those members whose legal practice may
well include such issues as the power of our courts to detain a
foreign ship in port (to satisfy a claim against the ship's cargo)
and to those who like to widen their horizon beyond that of
the daily4 grist.

